Your bakery is our world.

S-Series Conveyor
Designed with sanitation in mind and engineered for easier sanitation access, a bent
plate structure, and rust free materials
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DESIGN INNOVATIONS
AMF offers the most sanitary, stainless steel conveyors engineered to meet food industry standards. Proven reliability
with components designed for easy access sanitation and low-maintenance operation.

SANITATION
The unique cross-member design
eliminates any accumulation. Stainless
steel “U” shape bent plate legs with
round cross members and spacers in
addition to the carriage bolt on the
external frame maximizes sanitation
access.
QUALITY
Engineered according to application.
Built with high quality components and
the best belt technologies in the food
industry.

Dual Strand Model

SIMPLICITY
AMF innovates with its easy access, zero
water accumulation frame design. Drive
and tail assembly are easily removable.
PERFORMANCE
High performance S-Series Conveyors
are suitable for the bread industry and
exceed customer expectations when
easy sanitation and low-maintenance
operation are required.
Partial Width Model

Full Width Model

Sanitary By Design
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OTHER ADVANTAGES

Heavy duty construction with
quality materials and components
to ensure high performance and
longevity
Every custom conveyor is
configured specific to the
application and layout with the
highest safety standards
Sanitary Cross Member

Easy Disassembly; Head Motor,
Bearing and Sprocket

Vertical Belt Support Rails

Two-Piece Safety Sprocket Guard

Junction Plate Stands Off

Stainless Steel Sanitary Leg Design

Stainless steel bent plate structure
eliminates hollow components
Improved design for motor and
shaft disassembly and reassembly
facilitate and greatly reduce
maintenance
Designed with vertical belt support
rails eliminating any debris
accumulation
Two-piece sprocket guard for high
safety level and zero build-up
Junction plate and bracket
mounted with stand-off between
the components and structure
increases overall cleanliness
Sanitary legs eliminate water
accumulation inside legs and
optimize sanitation
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SPECIFICATIONS

Intralox Protrax™ Belt Conveyor

Friction Belt

Full Stainless Steel Belt

Zero Tangent Curve

Conveyor belts are customized by application.
Photos are showing various sample applications, more to offer.

A MF IS A MA RKEL FOOD GROU P COMPA N Y
AMF’s focus on continuous improvement may result in
changes to machinery specifications without notice.
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